6 S1 Error analysis of the measurement 7 We employed the same method of error analysis as that of Mou et al. [1] . Errors 8 in the method came from several sources. One of them was the deformation of the 9 flapping wings: the wings were not flat-plate wings as they were modeled in the 10 method. Other error sources included errors due to camera model inaccuracy 11 (pinhole model was used to characterize the camera), camera calibration errors, 12 stereo rig calibration errors and discretization errors. It was shown that errors due to 13 camera model inaccuracy, camera calibration and stereo rig calibration were small 14 [1] , and the primary errors of the method were errors due to wing deformation and 15 discretization. 16 We estimated the wing deformation and discretization errors as a whole. We 17 applied the method to a computer-generated virtual insect consisting of a rigid body 18 and two deforming wings. The wings could rotate around their roots (being joints 19 with three degrees of freedom), and had time-dependent twist and camber 20 deformations. The body was unrestrained in space, having six degrees of freedom.
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The wing and body motions and the wing deformation of the virtual insect were as We first used the projection matrices [1] to project the virtual insect onto the 31 image planes of the cameras (setting the resolution and pixel ratio the same as those 32 of the real cameras) and obtained three nearly orthogonal projective images of the 33 virtual insect (an example of the 3-D virtual insect and its images is given in Fig. S1 ).
34
This step contains the discretization errors. The solution method for single-grid was applied to each of these grids; data were an example, portions of grid-system is shown in Figure S4 . Figure S5 The computed results are given in Table S1 (the results are discussed in the main text). following. In the first part of the half-stroke (t ≈0-0.24), θ decreases ( Figure S8a ) and
